
Chapter V: Conclussion and Suggestion

This chapter consists of conclussion and suggestion based on the research. 

Conclussion

Character and characterization are important since they are the intermediary of 

literary work. Indirect characterization is the author shows the reader things that show 

the personality of the character without explain it directly. Juan Villegas is one of the 

characters which has indirect characterization in the Maria Concepcion short story 

created by Katherine Anne Porter. The difference of readers’ response in analyzing 

the characterization of Juan Villegas appears since the author only shows the 

characterization without explains it directly. Because of the indeterminate meaning, it 

appears some variation of them in responding the characterization of Juan Villegas. 

Iser (as cited in Ward, 2006), states that “Aesthetic response is to be analyzed in 

terms of a dialectic relationship between text, reader and reader interaction”. The text 

that Iser means is work of fictions that do not “spell everything out” or call as gap for 

the reader, requiring the reader of the text to decide their own meaning of it. This 

study is designed to investigate the way of male and female reader filling the gaps of 

Juan Villegas characterization in Maria Concepcion short story by Kath Anne Porter. 

Based on prior findings, it shows that how male and female readers’ response the 

characteristic of Juan Villegas is varying but the main point is similar since they are 

read the same text. The finding shows that most of male and female readers as the 



participant can fill the gap by responses the questionnaire based on their feeling, 

ideas, imagination and comprehension. The difference of male and female’s brain and 

the difference of gender characteristic influences the participants to response the 

literary work. The study found that female is multi-tasking; they are link everything; 

relationship, emotion, information together when explain something, as an example, 

how they response the characterization of Juan Villegas is by relating it with Maria 

Rose and Maria Concepcion’s character. Most of them also bring their feeling in 

deciding the characteristic of Juan Villegas. While some of male readers, focus on 

one task only. The evidence is most of male participants focus to describe the 

characterization of Juan Villegas without put the other characters on their responses. 

Further, most of female readers are using their emotional, while it finds that some of 

male readers are more logic in responding the characterization of Juan Villegas. It 

shows from the result that most of female readers give negative response toward Juan 

Villegas characterization while male readers are more tolerance in responding the 

characterization of Juan Villegas. 

It can be concluded that role of reader in interpreting literary works is really 

important. Readers have a right to go into the story, fill the missing parts or called as 

gap, and decide the characterization of every character; also can play their 

imagination to make the story alive. The differences of reader; male and female 

reader in responses literary work is make sense since they are have diffferents way in 

thinking, feeling, experiencing, and imagine something. The meaning that the readers 



put into the literary works can be differents but not the main idea, it is because the 

text that the readers read is same.  

Suggestion 

Based on the conclussion above, this study wants to give several suggestions. 

The suggestions are: 

First is the suggestion for the students. Since the participants of this study are the 

students in university. It asks the students to improve their ability in reading and 

writing literary work. It is because the results of this study found that the participants 

still lack of explanation thus it expected to ask the students to be more critical in 

responses literary work. Second is suggestion for the teacher or lecturer to find some 

strategy in order to improve the ability of students in writing and responses the 

literary work. Finally, this reasearch is still lack of perfection. It asks the further 

researcher to continue this study by bring the background life of the reader, and then 

the responses will be more vary. 
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